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HISTORICAL ASPECTS



 1900 - Early brachytherapy 

 1960 - Low dose rate brachytherapy optimization 

 1970 - Afterloading based brachytherapy 

 1980 - Physically optimized brachytherapy 

 1990 - Image-based brachytherapy 

 2000 - Image-guided brachytherapy 

 2010 - Biologically optimized brachytherapy 

 2020 - Predictive assay based biologically optimization
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UNTIL RADIUM DISCOVERY
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ARTIFICIAL RADIOACTIVITY DISCOVERY
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AFTERLOADING TECHNIQUES
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1969 - AGAT V Co-60 afterloading unit [Soviet Union]

1965 - Ralstron Co-60 afterloading unit [Shimadzu Company]

1965 - Cathetron Co-60 afterloading unit [TEM Instruments]

1964 - Henschke describe Co-60 afterloading unit

1969 - Afterloading Buchler [Co-60 afterloading unit]

2011: new Co-60 Multisource®

1986 - RAL303 afterloading system [Toshiba Corporation]

1982 - Gammamed IIi afterloading system

2003 - First Co-60 Multisource®

Miniaturised 
GYN 
Endoluminal 
Interstitial

EVOLUTION OF HDR AFTERLOADING TECHNIQUES

1980 - Development of Ir-192 based afterloaders

Miniaturised 
GYN 
Endoluminal 
Interstitial



BRACHYTHERAPY IN THE 21ST CENTURY



RADIOLOGY SIDE
!!!
• Connection PACS - RIS
!
• Image visualization
!
• Image obtention
!
• Image processing
!
• Cone beam CT
!
•  Advanced ultrasound
!
•  Digital endoscopy


INTERVENTION SIDE
!!!
• Full-feature OR
!
• Treatment room 
!
• Surgical simulation
!
• IOP navigation
!
• Augmented reality
!
• Repositioning
!
• IOP dosimetry



ADAPTIVE RADIOTHERAPY: adaptive radiation therapy is a closed-loop 
radiation treatment process where the treatment plan can be modified using a 
systematic feedback of measurements (A. Martínez 1997).

!
RISK-ADAPTIVE RADIOTHERAPY: in risk-adaptive radiotherapy the 
therapeutic ratio can be increased over that which can be achieved with 
conventional selective boosting IMRT using physical dose-volume objectives.

!
BIOLOGICAL-ADAPTIVE RADIOTHERAPY: biologically adapted radiotherapy 
is estimated to improve treatment outcome of tumors having spatial and 
temporal variations in certain biological parameteres.
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Feasibility of functional imaging for brachytherapy
Alfredo Polo, MD, PhD

Brachytherapy and Intraoperative Radiotherapy Unit, Radiation Oncology Department, Madrid, Spain

Abstract
This review summarizes the current understanding of the feasibility of functional imaging for brachytherapy. In

following subsections the role of ultrasound, power doppler imaging, positron emission tomography, magnetic resonance
imaging, dynamic dose calculation and targeted brachytherapy is analyzed. The combination of functional imaging
with the new tools for intraoperative dose calculation and optimization opens new and exciting times in brachytherapy.
New optimized protocols are needed and should be tested in controlled trials, to demonstrate an advantage of such
a new paradigm.

Journal of Contemporary Brachytherapy 2009; 1, 1:
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Introduction

Brachytherapy can be considered the ultimate conformal
therapy in the armamentarium of radiation therapy
techniques. It implements sophisticated tools for applicator
placement, dose optimization and delivery, but its inherent
physical charateristics (internal sources, rapid fall-off
of the dose and gradient generation at the edge of target
volumes) causes brachytherapy to become self-optimized
by nature. No other conformal therapy (except maybe
proton therapy) can achieve the degree of conformation and
low integral doses to the rest of the anatomy. Since many
years brachytherapy has played a major role in the treatment
of cancer. It has been used, combined with external beam
radiotherapy in the treatment of gynecologic malignancies
with good results. Prostate brachytherapy has open a new
era in organ and function conservation and became the most
prominent example of highly conformal therapies. The use
of brachytherapy in breast cancer has contributed to
the change of paradigm in breast conserving therapies for
early stage low risk breast cancer. Finally, the use
of intraoperative brachytherapy approaches will contribute
in the following years to more radical surgical results.

In the last forty years a considerable effort was made
to understand the relationships between delivered dose,
dose rate and irradiated volume. By the late seventies it
became clear that low dose rate brachytherapy was an
optimal treatment in a variety of tumours, including head
and neck and breast [1]. This created the basis
of the clinical radiobiology, applied to optimize
treatments with radiotherapy. Brachytherapy can exploit
the properties of the tissues it interacts with to improve

the therapeutic ratio, creating special conditions
depending on the technological solution used. Every
modality (low-dose-rate, high-dose-rate, pulsed-dose-rate,
permanent implantation) creates a different dose-rate
condition, and the mechanisms involved at the molecular
level are probably different. The knowledge of the tissue
kinetics parameters can lead to optimized brachytherapy
treatments with more antitumoral effect without excess
of normal tissue toxicity.

Modern brachytherapy relies on the paradigm built
around the triad dose-volume-fraction. With the advent
of CT-based dose planning a more detailed knowledge
of this relationship was possible. However this knowledge
was only partial due to the poor resolution of CT for target
volume delineation when applicators are in place and
the lack of temporal information of organ motion, very
important in brachytherapy due the marked gradients
involved in dose delivery. On the other hand, clinical
results with different dose rates (or doses per fraction) and
modeling studies set the basis for the knowledge
of the basic rules for tissue response to ionizing radiation.
Moreover, in the last five years, technological advances in
radiology and nuclear medicine gave us more
understanding of the topography and metabolism
of tumors, and a new dimension to optimize radiation
therapy, including brachytherapy. Genomics, on the other
side, opens the possibility to know individual tumor
characteristics, and to personalize radiation therapy to
the patient. All those developments are leading to
a change in the paradigm, forcing us to revisit our
concepts and to adapt to the new circumstances.

Review articles
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CONCLUSION



BRACHYTHERAPY HAS SOME ADVANTAGES...




Cost-effective (cheap)


Streamlined workflow


IOP imaging - dose calculation - dose delivery


Spatial selectivity (CTV - PTV)


Biological selectivity



BRACHYTHERAPY HAS SOME LIMITATIONS...




CRITICAL WORKFLOW

Need of integrated multidisciplinary team

Time-consuming workflow

Just-in-time treatment

SKILLS

Skilled team (training & education)

Operator dependent outcome

Lack of standardisation

ANATOMY

Access to anatomy

Bony structures

Perioperative complications

TECHNOLOGY

Low-technology

Radioprotection

Reimbursement






